In recent years, compressed sensing (CS) has emerged as an effective alternative to conventional wavelet based data compression techniques. This is due to its simple and energy-efficient data reduction procedure, which makes it suitable for resource-constrained wireless body area network (WBAN)-enabled electrocardiogram (ECG) telemonitoring applications. Both spatial and temporal correlations exist simultaneously in multi-channel ECG (MECG) signals. Exploitation of both types of correlations is very important in CS-based ECG telemonitoring systems for better performance. However, most of the existing CS-based works exploit either of the correlations, which results in a suboptimal performance. In this work, within a CS framework, the authors propose to exploit both types of correlations simultaneously using a sparse Bayesian learning-based approach. A spatiotemporal sparse model is employed for joint compression/reconstruction of MECG signals. Discrete wavelets transform domain block sparsity of MECG signals is exploited for simultaneous reconstruction of all the channels. Performance evaluations using Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt MECG diagnostic database show a significant gain in the diagnostic reconstruction quality of the MECG signals compared with the state-of-the art techniques at reduced number of measurements. Low measurement requirement may lead to significant savings in the energy-cost of the existing CS-based WBAN systems.
Introduction:
The emerging field of compressive sensing (CS) [1] is a novel sensing/sampling paradigm that enables sparse signal recovery from a small set of linear projections called measurements. The CS framework of data reduction consists of a simple matrix-vector multiplication, which makes signal encoding quite simple and energy efficient. There are several resource-constrained applications such as wireless body area network (WBAN)-enabled electrocardiogram (ECG) telemonitoring [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , which have efficiently employed the CS framework to address various challenges faced in the area, such as energy efficiency, computational complexity, memory usage and so on. ECG signals are recorded from different locations of the body in order to capture the three-dimensional (3D) view of the human heart. In general, they are recorded in twelve channel format, which is termed as multi-channel (or multi-lead) ECG (MECG). Due to the presence of pathological information in multiple leads, cardiologists prefer MECG for detailed diagnosis [7] . The ECG signals from three channels/leads are shown in Fig. 1 . It can be observed that, in addition to temporally correlated information within a single channel, different channels also have spatially correlated information. ECG signals in different channels are narrow angle projections of same electric heart vector. This generates inherent inter-channel (spatial) correlations in MECG signals in addition to intra-channel (temporal) correlations (Fig. 1) . Therefore, in CS-based ECG compression techniques, spatiotemporal (spatial + temporal) correlation must be considered for optimal performance. However, most of the existing works reported in the literature have exploited either temporal correlation [2, 3, 5, 6] , or spatial correlation [4, 8] . No CS-based work is reported in the literature that has exploited both types of correlations in MECG signals simultaneously. In this work, we have targeted to exploit spatiotemporal correlations during joint CS (JCS) reconstruction of different channels.
The inherent correlated structure of MECG signals becomes more visible in wavelet domain. Fig. 2 shows a joint amplitude plot of wavelet coefficients in different channels. Similar structural variations within the channel and across the channels can be clearly observed. This motivated us to explore a new CS model where this correlated structure of MECG signals can be exploited, which, in return, is expected to boost the joint recovery performance. A spatiotemporal sparse CS model [9] is employed for this purpose in place of traditional single/multiple measurement vector (SMV/ MMV) CS models. The SMV/MMV CS models were used in earlier studies. A JCS-based MMV approach was proposed in [4] for power efficient joint MECG compression. Recently, we have shown that the performance of the above JCS-based approach can be enhanced substantially by emphasising the important ECG features using a weighted mixed-norm minimisation-based joint recovery algorithm [8] . The MMV-based recovery approaches although target spatial correlations, they ignore the temporal correlations within the channels itself. The SMV models, on the other hand, targets temporal correlations only as they process each ECG channel individually [2, 3, 5, 6 ]. The CS model employed in this work exploits the spatial as well temporal correlations simultaneously by modelling the MECG signals in a block structure form. Block structure is present in real MECG signals (Figs. 2 and 3 ), which can be exploited for a better JCS recovery. The proposed recovery approach adaptively learns and exploits both types of correlations while reconstructing signals from all the channels simultaneously. The significant reduction in output distortion is achieved at a reduced number of measurements (higher compression ratio) while preserving important diagnostic ECG features (P wave, QRS complex, ST segment, and T wave).
The remaining of this Letter is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the proposed methodology. Performance evaluations and comparative study are presented in Section 3 followed by conclusions in Section 4.
2. Methods: CS-based data reduction approach consists of a simple matrix-vector multiplication. The resulting compressed data also called measurements is sent to the remote healthcare centres, where the original MECG signals are recovered back in wavelet domain using a Bayesian learning-based joint sparse recovery technique. Detailed steps are explained in the following subsections.
2.1. CS framework of multi-channel data compression 2.1.1 Problem formulation: Let us arrange the L channels of N-dimensional MECG signals in the columns of a data matrix (Fig. 2) . Therefore, X can be assumed to be having a block structure in wavelet domain, wherein few non-zero blocks only contain most of the ECG information (Fig. 3) . Under this block sparsity assumption, the compressed measurement vectors corresponding to all the ECG channels in X can be obtained by
where F is a sensing matrix, V is a noise matrix, and Y is a measurement matrix of L measurement vectors. Wavelet domain is used as the sparsifying transform C in (1) during JCS recovery at the decoder as
where Q = FC. We used a binary sparse random sensing F [ R M ×N , which satisfies a modified restricted isometric property (RIP), referred to as RIP p [2] . Sparse matrices are memory-efficient and have least computational complexity, which helps minimise the energy cost of the encoder [6] .
2.2. Spatiotemporal Bayesian learning-based MECG recovery: Bayesian learning-based sparse recovery algorithms are known for superior joint sparse reconstruction due to their specific feature that global minimum is always the sparsest solution unlike ℓ 1 minimisation-based algorithms [10] . Also, they are having fewer local minima than some classic MMV algorithms. We employed a spatiotemporal sparse Bayesian learning (STSBL)-based algorithm [9] for JCS reconstruction of MECG signals. It is proposed recently for joint sparse recovery in a multi-channel scenario when signals share spatiotemporal information. STSBL model assumes that signals in ensemble possess inter-signal as well as intra-signal correlations. It processes signals ensemble in the form of groups/blocks containing spatially and temporally correlated signal samples. For MECG signals in X , following block structure is assumed in wavelet domain:
[ ] now contains correlated MECG signal samples from across the channels (in rows) and from within the channels (in columns). Each block is either a non-zero block or almost a zero block. An 
where B [ R L×L and C [ R d i ×d i are the unknown positive definite matrices capturing the inter-channel (spatial) and intra-channel (temporal) correlations in A i [ ] , respectively, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The g is a hyperparameter controlling the block sparsity of A, i.e. a block is zero or not. The vec(A
T [i] ) is a column vector formed by the vectorisation of 2D block A [i] (by stacking its columns in a vector). Assuming blocks
, where is a block diagonal matrix with ith element g i C i (∀ i ). Similarly, noise matrix V is assumed to have similar distribution with mutually independent rows:
, where l is a scalar. Using these priors, maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of wavelet coefficient matrix A is estimated as the mean of the posterior. An expectation maximisation-based approach is adopted to estimate the parameters g, C, B, and l. More details about the parameter estimation and learning can be found in [9] . The estimated coefficient matrix A consists of wavelet domain MECG signals which can be transformed back into time domain using X = C T A.
Results and discussions:
The proposed method is evaluated using MECG signals from Massachusetts Institute of Technology Beth Israel Hospital (MIT-BIH) and Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) databases [11, 12] . MIT-BIH is a 2-channel arrhythmic database carrying ECG signals from 47 subjects with sampling frequency f s = 360 Hz and 11-bit resolution. PTB is a 15-channel database carrying various diagnostic MECG signals from 290 patients sampled at f s = 1 kHz with 16-bit resolution. All the two channels of MIT-BIH database and eight fundamental channels of PTB database are used for the experiments. ECG signals are processed in the form of segments of length N = 512 samples [5] . Daubechies-4 (db4) wavelets are used as the sparsifying bases during CS recovery [8] . A random sparse binary sensing matrix F with binary entries, i.e. 0s and 1s is used in the joint sensing operation [6] . The experiment is run for 50 iterations to calculate the average results with the different realisation of F each time.
3.1. Performance metrics used: The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using different quality measures, such as percentage-root mean square difference (PRD), joint PRD, compression ratio (CR), and QS [4, 9, 5] . They are defined as follows:
where x and x are the original and reconstructed ECG signals from a single channel, respectively. The data compression efficiency of the proposed method is measured using CR, which is defined in following ways:
where b orig and b comp are the bits required to represent original and compressed signals, respectively. The QS defines the trade-off between CR1 and corresponding PRD and is given by: QS = CR1/PRD. However, keeping in view the less acceptability of the above defined distortion measures from clinical point of view [2] , we have also calculated wavelet energy-based diagnostic distortion (WEDD) as a diagnostic distortion measure. The WEDD is defined as follows [13] :
where S is the number of wavelet subbands or levels and WPRD j is the PRD value at the jth subband. A reconstructed signal is considered to be of good quality if the values of metrics PRD and WEDD are below 9 and 11.12%, respectively [14, 2] . .26%, respectively. Slightly higher PRD/WEDD value for Lead V1 is due to the marginal loss in amplitudes of R-waves in the reconstructed signal, which is also reflected in the error plot. Recovery results for specific pathological cases where normal sinus rhythm is not present, such as premature ventricular contraction (PVC) and ventricular fibrillation (VF), are also evaluated. Reconstruction result (overlapped with the original signal) in case of VF recovery is shown in Fig. 5 for data record 419 of MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia Database (VFDB) at CR = 73.82%. It is observed that in the case of PVC, diagnostic ECG features, i.e. PVC beats are well preserved except a nominal loss in their positive amplitudes. However, in the case of VF, some distortions are observed in the reconstructed waveforms, especially at the edges/notches of the fibrillatory waves (pointed out by the arrows in Fig. 5 ), resulting in relatively higher PRD value (= 9.22%). This may be due fibrillatory nature of ECG, which makes it almost non-sparse and hence challenging to recover. It can be noted that STSBL-based JCS compression/recovery is performed directly on raw MECG signals without any pre-processing steps. This can be observed in Fig. 4 , where the original signals contain different types of noise such as baseline wandering, power-line noise and so on. In such a noisy scenario also, the proposed method works satisfactorily. This establishes the ability of the proposed approach to perform equally well in noisy scenarios also without the need of any pre-processing/noise cancellation module. Pre-processing steps such as filtering, peak detection, dynamical thresholding and so on are not favoured in resource-constrained WBAN applications in order to reduce circuitry complexity and hence energy cost [9] . STSBL algorithm exploits both types of correlations present in the MECG signals that results superior reconstruction even at the low number of measurements (M) or at higher CR. Average joint PRD variation across the PTB database with M is shown in Fig. 6 . It can be observed that reconstruction error in terms of PRD decreases as more CS measurements are used for the recovery and vice-versa. For noisy MECG signals, we used a little higher value or hyperparameter g( = 0.01) in STSBL algorithm. As the MECG signals are repetitive in nature, we used fixed block size (d i , i = 1, . . . , g) over the length of the signal. Its value is Average performance results across all the datasets of PTB database are also calculated. To analyse the class specific performance variance of the proposed method, it is evaluated over four major classes of pathologies present in the PTB database, such as HC, myocardial infarction (MI), hypertrophy (HP), and BBB. Average PRD values with standard deviations calculated across all the datasets available in a particular pathological class are given in Table 1 at M = 120. Most of the PRD values in each class and in each channel fall in good category reconstruction (PRD , 9%) even after taking standard deviation into account. In the case of MI and few leads of HC, high standard deviation is observed, which may be due to the large number of patient's data available there. However, the overall average PRD over 222 datasets is still found to be in good quality signal reconstruction category ( Table 1) . Variance of the results obtained across different datasets is also studied. Average WEDD variation for Lead II in all the pathological and normal data records of PTB database is shown in the form of box plots in Fig. 7 . The edges of the box plots are 25th and 75th percentiles with central line as median. The extreme values in individual box plot depict the minimum and maximum WEDD values obtained at a particular value of CR for different datasets. Variations are observed in the WEDD values for different datasets at the same CR level. This is because normal and arrhythmic data records taken for evaluation consist of MECG signals with different morphological characteristics. This leads to varying joint sparsity profile and hence varying performances as reflected in Fig. 7 . As we start compressing the data further, the WEDD values start increasing and vice-versa.
To verify the diagnostic information preservation, we also calculated a subjective quality measure called mean opinion score (MOS) [14] . The visual distortions in the recovered signals are quantifies by the qualitative distortion measure, i.e. MOS. The subjective evaluation to calculate MOS is carried out with different evaluators that include 5 doctors of IIT Guwahati hospital and 14 research scholars/project engineers working in biomedical area. Different diagnostic ECG features of different pathological cases studied in this work are evaluated in a semi-blind test where the evaluators are asked to find the waveform similarity given the original and reconstructed ECG signals. Following quality rating is used for this evaluation: 1 (bad), 2 (almost tolerable), 3 (tolerable), 4 (good), and 5 (excellent) [14] . The average MOS error in percentage for different pathological features of ECG signals for different pathological classes is given in Table 2 . According to standard MOS rating [14] , all the clinically important ECG features either fall into the very good (0 < MOS < 15%) or good (15% < MOS < 35%) quality group of signal reconstruction. Moreover, MOS error for overall ECG signal is also calculated and it is found that ECG with BBB is having minimum MOS error of 8.89%.
Comparative study:
The performance of the proposed method is compared with two types of CS-based works reported in the literature: one that targets temporal correlations and deals with single channel ECG signals individually [5, 6] , and second types include those algorithms which exploit spatial correlations and deal multiple ECG channels simultaneously [4, 8] . The comparison results in terms of reconstruction distortion at almost same CR values or M values (as reported in the respective works) are given in Table 3 . The quantitative results suggest that exploiting both types of correlations simultaneously can substantially improve the recovery results of CS-based works. In [5, 6] , weighted l 1 (WLM) and iterative hard thresholding (MMB-IHT) algorithms were used to individually compress and reconstruct each ECG channel of MIT-BIH database. However, the spatially correlated information that exists between different channels was ignored in the above works. The proposed work processes multiple channels simultaneously and thus exploits this [15] . In this work, we attempted to exploit the multi-scale signal information through a weighting approach and proposed a prior weighted mixed-norm minimisation (PWMNM) algorithm for JCS recovery. It is found that PRD value for STSBL is relatively higher than subband weighting-based PWMNM algorithm. Though PWMNM is also based on spatial correlation only, it exploits diagnostically important multi-scale information additionally, through the subband-based weighting approach. (Fig. 4) without requirement of any pre-processing steps, which makes it more energy efficient.
3.4. Computational complexity and power efficiency: From the power saving point of view in practical applications, a random sparse binary sensing matrix is employed during the entire encoding process with entries of 0s and 1s [6] . Sparse binary matrices replace the multiplication operations with simple additions at the encoder. This reduces the number of on-chip computations and cuts down the computational cost during the signal sensing. This improves the power efficiency as compared with the cases where sensing matrix F has non-binary entries [2, 3] . The number of 1s (d) in each column of sensing matrix directly corresponds to the computations involved in the encoding process. The low number of 1s is highly desirable from the power saving perspective. So, the performance of the proposed STSBL-based joint recovery algorithm is also analysed with respect to d. The reconstruction errors in terms of PRD and WEDD are plotted in Fig. 8 at different values of d. It can be observed that the distortions remain almost invariant with the change in values of d. This is a very important characteristic of Bayesian learning-based approach. We used d = 2 in all experiments. So, STSBL helps save more than 90% energy in the encoding process compared with JMCS [4] which uses d = 35 number of 1s in each column.
Conclusion:
A Bayesian learning-based sparse recovery approach was proposed to exploit spatial and temporal correlations simultaneously in CS-based WBAN-enabled MECG telemonitoring systems. Efficient exploitation of spatiotemporal correlations substantially improved the recovery performance of CS at low number of measurements. Low measurement requirement reduces the on-chip computations and can eventually lead to reduction in the volume of the data to be transmitted over power hungry wireless links. Also, the number of computations was made to reduce further at the encoder by employing a sparse binary sensing matrix with only two 1s in each column. Therefore, the proposed method is able to achieve good quality of signal reconstruction with reduced computational load at the encoder, which may lead to significant power savings in CS-based ECG telemonitoring applications.
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